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Lindsay degen top.
OrLy genger by JacLyn Mayer necklace.

Written by Lynn Furge  Photography by SebaStian Lucrecio  Styled by SuSan Korn

ensemble cast

of  suspension and hanging on by a thread—the 
collaboration pieces literally reflected this, with 
Vic[toria]’s personal collection of  vintage buttons, 
findings, and metal clips hand-sewn onto massive 
bibs and tubular necklaces, some of  the findings 
more suspended than others by metallic and  
silk threads.” 

The pieces really resonate with the VPL 
aesthetic—the couture-like hand sewing and the 
mixing of  mediums (metal chains, threads, paints, 
buttons).  But they also completely reflect their  
own line.

Working as a tailor and costume designer, Stina 
Gunnarsson started partnering with Victoria three 
years ago, coming up with more tailored “special 
pieces” for her collection. “Working with Vicky 
is very inspiring and creative.  there is never a 
line that’s too crazy to cross.  [It’s] an amazing 
creative collaboration… Vicky’s more artistic and 
modern design meeting my old-school tailoring 
with an unexpected combination of  materials and 
shapes,” says Gunnarsson.

VPL, which is indeed short for Visible Panty 
Line, celebrates and reveres the underwear-as-
outerwear aesthetic, embracing body conscious 
designs and encouraging a similarly outré approach 
in its collaborators.  the participating collaborators 
are housed with VPL’s line, while selling their own 
collections out of  their respective studios all over the 
country.  Utilizing elements of  Bartlett’s motifs, the 
union becomes an evolution of  the original concept.

“Our collection for VPL [Orly Genger by Jaclyn 
Mayer] was inspired by Hawaiian gods and tree 
bark.  VPL is always influenced by flesh tones and 
rich coppery metallics, so we incorporated those 
for the color scheme,” says Jaclyn. One of  a group 
of  jewelers who work with Bartlett, her trademark 
braided necklaces and bracelets started out the 
textural exploration for VPL’s spring season.

Another jewelry designer and contributor to 
the overall look, Lizzie Fortunato, explained the 
weaving together of  the influences to produce 
a finished product: “Our collection for VPL 
Spring Summer ‘11 was inspired by the notion 

In a world where it’s every man for himself, and labels get slapped onto 
anything that can be licensed—from footwear to eyewear to fragrance to 
bedding—a designer who looks at the entire process of  launching a new 
collection as more of  a collaborative production rather than a solitary 
practice is a rare breed.  Victoria Bartlett, the designer behind VPL,  
is also a curator of  talents who lend their jewelry, shoes, bodices, swimwear, 
and quirky wall art to complete her runway shows season after season.
“I have a roster of  collaborators I always work with.  It’s like a little 
family, and it is always a work in progress.  This spring I was very 
into colors and textures.  Each person who contributed to the season…
worked in their chosen medium to implement my inspiration for the 
entire collection.  I choose the team which best executes the overall look,” 
explained Victoria from her New York studio.

One of  Bartlett’s longest-running contributors 
with jewelry is Brian Crumley, who pushes the 
envelope of   “body conscious”, which is often 
used to describe the VPL line.

 “The inspiration for this collection was 
suspension.  I collaborated with RISD MFA 
Nicholas Dertien.  We wanted to explore 
suspension—creating pieces that hung away the 
body, or were suspended from it.  We also thought 
about suspension and how that relates to our 
bodies—the fetus floating in embryonic fluids, 
and how there are multiple layers of  translucency,” 
explains Crumley.  “We wanted to mimic those 
layers, thus incorporating the plastic tubing that 
allows for the chain to be visibly suspended in 
the plastic, suspended inside the glass.  Also, it 
allowed for a fluidity of  structure, which was  
very appealing.”

References to the human body are also used in 
designs by Alyssa Norton, Lindsay Degen, and 
Shoplifter & Edda—the latter producing a one-of-
a-kind human hair swimsuit worn since by Lady 
Gaga.  Degen created a series of  wall pieces that 
depict anatomy on a large scale.  With a passion 
for the human body and sexuality, hers are the 
only hand-knit pieces in the show, although they 
are also the only non-wearable items.

Color, texture, weight, surface, shape, and 
formal elements of  design are what inspire Alyssa 
Norton most.  She grew up painting and doing 
collage work, so working with new materials is 
only a natural progression in her life as an artist, 
leading to her current involvement in fashion.

Speaking about a piece she created for VPL, 
Norton explained, “My inspiration came from an 
African beaded bodice traditionally worn to show 
eligibility for marriage, and wealth.  The piece 
fit well with Victoria’s collection due to the long 
extending braids, neutral colors and the minimal 
lines made by the navy ribbon,” she added. 

Tiffany Tuttle of  LD Tuttle has garnered a large 
international following with her footwear and has 
collaborated with multiple designers.  In a Spring/
Summer collection she adds pops of  yellow to the 
otherwise neutral palette.

Singularly they stand out; bold, bright, textured, 
oversized, and experimental.  But together, they 
form the perfect ensemble cast.
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Lindsay degen jumper.
Brian cruMLey necklaces.stina gunnarssOn bathing suit.
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Lizzie FOrtunatO JeweLs necklace worn on arm.
VPL top.

aLyssa nOrtOn cape.
VPL bikini brief.
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shOPLiFter & edda one piece.

VPL dress.
Ld tuttLe shoes.
OrLy genger by JacLyn Mayer necklace.
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Ld tuttLe shoes.

Creative Direction: Lynn Furge
Makeup: wendy Karcher for 

Make Up For Ever. amykirkman.com
Hair: ceceLia rOMerO for 

Bumble and Bumble. amykirkman.com
Model: FaBiana at Marilyn.

Thank you to Adam at Adam Courtney  
Photography Studio Brooklyn.


